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Abstract: The journey of SAP HANA started as an in-memory appliance for complex, analytical applications. The success of the system quickly motivated SAP to broaden the scope from the OLAP workloads the system was initially architected for to also handle transactional workloads, in particular to support its Business Suite flagship product. In this paper, we highlight some of the core design changes to evolve an in-memory column store system towards handling OLTP workloads. We also discuss the challenges of running mixed workloads with low-latency OLTP queries and complex analytical queries in the context of the same database management system and give an outlook on the future database interaction patterns of modern business applications we see emerging currently.

1 Introduction

The increase of main memory capacity in combination with the availability of multi-core systems was the technical foundation for the In-Memory SAP HANA database system. Based on the SAP Business Warehouse Accelerator (SAP BWA) product, SAP HANA combined a column-based storage engine with a row-store based query engine. As a result, it delivered superb runtime numbers for analytical workloads by fully leveraging the performance of the columnar data organization as well as algorithms highly tuned for in-memory processing (cache awareness, full SIMD support etc.).

The success of the disruptive approach taken by SAP HANA, to move towards a highly parallel and in-memory computing model for data management also triggered to re-think and finally shake the foundations of traditional enterprise data management architectures: While the traditional separation of transactional and analytical processing has clear advantages for managing and specializing the individual systems, it also comes with constraints which cannot be tolerated to serve modern business applications: For example, data on the analytical side is only updated periodically, often only on a nightly basis resulting in stale data for the analytical side. Complex ETL processes have to be defined, tested, and maintained. Data preparation tasks from executing ETL jobs, populating data warehouse databases as well as deriving Data Marts to adhere to specialized physical storage representations of BI tools etc. reflect a highly error-prone as well as time-consuming task within the enterprise data management stack. Last but not least, two separate database management systems need to be licensed and operated.
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Inspired by the potential of SAP HANA, Hasso Plattner started to formulate the vision of an "Enterprise Operational Analytics Data Management System" combining OLTP and OLAP workloads as well as the underlying data set based on a columnar representation ([Pla09]). While this approach was lively discussed within academia as well as openly questioned by senior database researchers ([SC05]) declaring mantra-like that "One Size does not Fit All!", SAP took on the challenge to investigate how far the envelope could be pushed. The goal was to operate one single system providing the basis for realtime analytics as part of operational business processes while also significantly reducing TCO. Specifically, key questions from a technical perspective have been:

- What are the main capabilities of the SAP HANA columnar storage engine, and how could they be exploited for transactional workloads?
- What characteristics of transactional workloads have to be treated with specific optimizations within the SAP HANA engine, and what would be technical solutions?
- How could transactional as well as analytical workload co-exist from a scheduling as well as data layout perspective?

Within this paper, we highlight some technical challenges and give key solutions with respect to these questions. We will show, how the SAP HANA system evolved and continues to evolve from a purely analytical workhorse to an integrated data management platform that is able to serve the largest ERP installations with 5 million queries/h and more than 50K users concurrently. Figure 1 outlines the major evolutionary steps we present in this paper in a chronological order.
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Fig. 1: Evolution of SAP HANA.

Structure of the Paper

The next section summarizes the core ingredients of SAP HANA to provide high performance for analytical workloads (Section 2). The next step within the SAP HANA evolution is then addressed within Section 3 outlining some challenges of supporting transactional query patterns. Section 4 finally shares some requirements and solutions of supporting
S/4HANA, the new SAP flagship product, implementing the vision of a single point of truth for all business related data and any type of interaction with this data set. Section 5 finally concludes with hinting at some challenges as well as opportunities for academia to be tackled within the near future.

2 SAP HANA for Analytical Scenarios

As mentioned above, the original use-case of SAP HANA was to support analytical workloads, motivated by the requirements of the SAP Business Warehouse (BW). The original design therefore heavily focused on read-mostly queries with updates performed in bulks (as the result of ETL processes) and took several architectural choices that strictly favor fast query processing over efficient update handling. Aggregation queries typically addressed star- or snowflake schemas with wide dimension tables and very few large fact tables. Concurrency was limited to a few (in the range of hundreds) users with heavy read-intensive workloads.

2.1 Parallelization at all Levels

One of the core design principles of SAP HANA to cope with these requirements was to perform parallelization at all levels starting from hardware (e.g. heavily using vectorized processing) to query execution. This choice was motivated by the recent trends in hardware development, where CPU clock speed does no longer increase significantly with newer hardware generations, but an ever growing number of CPUs becomes available instead. Consequentially, to make use of an ever growing number of CPUs, SAP HANA parallelizes the execution of queries at different levels:

- Inter-Query Parallelism by maintaining multiple user sessions.
- Intra-Query Parallelism/Inter-Operator Parallelism by concurrently executing operations within a single query.
- Intra-Operator Parallelism using multiple threads for individual operators.

Figure 2 shows the principle of one of the most frequently used operators for analytical workloads—aggregation [TMBS12, MSL+ 15]: A central (fact) table is logically subdivided into different fragments which may fit into the processor cache. The aggregation algorithm first aggregates chunks of the tuples into thread-local hash tables that fit into the L2 cache. When a certain number of pre-aggregated data is available those tables are merged into the final aggregated results. In this second reduction phase we avoid locking the buckets of hash tables by partitioning the groups to separate threads. Overall, this leads to almost linear scalability of the aggregation operator with the number of available threads. Other relational operators are tuned in a similar fashion for a high-degree of parallelism to exploit modern hardware capabilities.
2.2 Scan-friendly Physical Data Layout

SAP HANA relies heavily on a column-oriented data layout, which allows to scan only those columns which are touched by a query. Moreover, since dictionary compression is used for all data types within SAP HANA, the stored column values can be represented by the minimal number of bits required to encode the existing number of distinct values [FML’12]. This storage layout both enables a high compression potential (e.g. run-length encoding, sparse encodings etc.) and allows to fully exploit the capabilities of the CPU’s hardware prefetcher to hide the latency induced by the memory access. The dictionary itself is sorted with respect to the actual column values supporting an efficient value lookup for example to resolve search predicates. The columnar storage layout and dictionary compression are also used in other database systems, e.g. [IGN’12, KN11, RAB’13, LCF’13, LCC’15], but using ordered dictionaries for all data within an in-memory database system is a unique feature of SAP HANA.

To avoid re-encoding large amounts of data upon dictionary changes, update operations are buffered within a special data structure (delta index) to keep the main part of the table as static (and highly compacted) as long as possible. An explicit merge operation fuses the buffered entries with the static part of the table and creates a new version of the main part to keep the data in a scan-friendly format.

2.3 Advanced Engine Capabilities

In addition to plain SQL support, SAP HANA supports analytical applications by providing a rich bouquet of specialized "engines". For example, a planning engine provides primitives
to support financial planning tasks like disaggregation of global budgets to different cost centers according to different distribution characteristics. A text engine delivers full text retrieval capabilities from entity resolution via general text search techniques to classification algorithms. Special engines like geospatial, timeseries, graph, etc. in combination with a native connectivity with R as well as machine learning algorithms using the AFL extension feature of SAP HANA complement the built-in services for analytical applications.

In addition to engine support, the SAP HANA database engine is part of the SAP HANA data management platform offering integration points with other systems for example to implement federation via the "Smart Data Access" (SDA) infrastructure or specialized connectivity to Hadoop and Spark systems. "Dynamic Tiering" (DT) is offered to perform data aging transparently for the application. DT allows to keep hot data (actuals) within SAP HANA’s main memory and cold data (historical data) within SAP IQ by providing a single system experience (e.g. single transactional context, single user base, single admin console) [MLP’15].

2.4 Summary

SAP HANA’s DNA consists in mechanisms to efficiently run analytical workloads for massive data sets stored within SAP HANA’s columnar data representation. In order to support analytical workloads beyond traditional single engine capabilities, SAP HANA offers a rich set of add-ons to act as a solid and high performance foundation for data analytics applications.

3 OLTP Optimizations in SAP HANA

The second step within the evolutionary process of SAP HANA was positioned to provide a solid foundation for SAP’s OLTP workload. One particular goal was to support SAP’s ERP product based on the enterprise-scale ABAP stack which includes the ABAP programming language as well as the associated application server, and application lifecycle management. While academia heavily questioned the possibility to optimize a column-store for OLTP workloads, the goal of SAP was to provide a robust solution to sustain a typical enterprise workload in the range of 50,000 OLTP statements/second, comprising queries as well as concurrent updates. Within this section, we highlight some of the optimizations we could integrate into the productive version of SAP HANA without compromising the analytical performance, and also highlight performance improvements that were made over time.

3.1 Initial Analysis and Resulting Challenges

Since SAP HANA comes with a column as well as a row store, the obvious solution would be to internally replicate transactional data and use the row store for OLTP workloads. While this approach has been followed by other systems (e.g. Oracle 12c [LCC’15], IBM
DB2 [RAB’13] and MS SQL Server [LCF’13]), it would be impractical for ERP scenarios with more than 100,000 tables from a management as well as an overall cost perspective (as this replication-based approach significantly increases the overall memory requirements of the system by storing data twice). Consequently, the column store-based implementation has to be advanced to deal with update intensive scenarios, where insert/update/delete operations are performed on a fine granularity (i.e. primary key access as the most relevant access path compared to scan-based data access), data retrieval typically performed for all attributes in a row (SELECT * requires row reconstruction out of individual column values), and typically a very high number of concurrently active users requiring a robust resource management.

Based on those observations, a magnitude of optimizations has been realized with SAP HANA; some of the key optimizations applied to productive SAP HANA are discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections.

### 3.2 Short-Running Queries

While the original query execution model was designed for long-running, scan-based queries, OLTP is characterized by short-running queries. As query compilation time does not much affect the overall runtime of OLAP-style queries, query preparation may be the dominant factor for short-running queries. In many cases, compiling an OLTP query can simply not be tolerated. Therefore, SAP HANA stores optimized SQL statements in a plan cache which associates the SQL string with a compiled query execution plan. Consequently SQL statements are not even parsed when a corresponding entry exists in the plan cache. For parametrized queries, the SQL statement is optimized again and cached when the first parameter value is passed for execution. Plan cache entries are either invalidated when DDL operations are performed that may invalidate the precompiled plan or after a certain number of executions to accommodate for updates to the data.

To emphasize the importance of plan caching we refer to Figure 3. In this figure, we have sorted the top 100 statements of two large productive instances of SAP HANA running an ERP workload based on accumulated query execution time and plot them by their execution count. In both systems, the ten most frequently executed statements comprise one third of all statement executions in the system. The plan cache in these systems consumes a few GB out of a few TB of main memory to guarantee cache hit ratios above 99%, i.e. less than 1% of all incoming queries require a compilation phase. In the two ERP systems shown in Figure 3, cached query execution plans are executed a few thousand times. However, if compilation is necessary, a query of ”simple nature”, e.g. single table access based on the primary key, does not even enter the full-blown query optimization path but is parametrized and directly executed using specialized access code.

While maximal parallelization within the database engine is the key for OLAP-style queries, plan-level parallelism is disallowed for OLTP queries in order to avoid context switches, scheduling overhead, and the resulting cache misses. The optimizer only allows parallelism,
if (almost) linear speedup can be expected based on the current load in the system [PSM+15]. A further investigation reveals that parallelization in OLTP scenarios is already implicitly done at the application server level with more than 10,000 concurrent users.

### 3.3 Optimized Physical Data Representation

OLTP scenarios—especially in the context of SAP ERP—very often exhibit "empty attributes" typically showing only one single default value. The major reason for this is that not all business functionality (i.e. extensions for specific industries) that is backed by corresponding fields in a table is used by all customers, but anyhow fields are retrieved by the default access paths encoded in the application server stack. Consequently, in productive ERP systems, we often find more than one thousand columns that store only a single (default) value – including several large and hot tables in functional components of the ERP like financials, sales and distribution, or material management. Access on such columns is optimized by completely bypassing the columnar representation and storing the single default values within the "header" of the columnar table, i.e. within the in-memory storage. This reduces the latching overhead when accessing these columns. In internal OLTP benchmarks on ERP data sets we measured about 30% higher throughput and 40% reduced CPU consumption when using this optimization.

As mentioned in the previous section, the columns of a table are stored in delta and main structures to buffer changes to the data and periodically apply these changes by generating a new version of the main part. Those maintenance procedures can be easily weaved into the loading procedures of data warehouse systems. Necessary database reorganizations can thus be directly performed as part of the ETL processes. For OLTP, exclusively locking a table generates massive lock contention because the system continuously has to accept update operations. As a consequence, reorganizations must not interfere with or even completely block concurrently running OLTP queries. Within SAP HANA, the MVCC scheme is extended to explicitly support delta merge operations requiring a table lock only
for switching over to the new version resulting in a very limited impact on concurrent workload.

Finally, queries with a predictable result set cardinality have an optimized physical result vector representation in row-format. This format reduces one allocation per column vector to a single allocation of a compact array. Costly cache misses are thus avoided when materializing the query result because of the dense memory representation.

### 3.4 Transaction Management

SAP HANA relies on snapshot isolation in two variants: In statement-level snapshot isolation every statement receives a new snapshot and a statement reads all versions that were committed when the statement started. This is the default mode of snapshot isolation used in SAP HANA. With transaction-level snapshot isolation all statements of a transaction read the latest versions committed before the transaction started or that were modified by the transaction itself.

The initial transaction manager of SAP HANA was tracking visibility information via an explicit bit-vector per transaction on table level. Read transactions with the same snapshot shared this bit-vector, but write transactions generated a new bit-vector which was consistent with their snapshot. Bit-vectors representing snapshots of transactions that were older than the snapshot of the oldest open transaction could be removed by a garbage collector. While this design is feasible for OLAP workload with rare updates spanning only a few tables within a single (load) transaction, it turned out to be too expensive and memory consuming for transactions with only a few update operations per table, touching multiple tables sprinkled across the whole database.

This deficit for OLTP workload resulted in a significant extension of the transaction manager and a row-based visibility tracking mechanism. For every row the timestamp when it was created or deleted is stored for the row (note that updates create a new version of the row). As soon as all active transactions see a created row or likewise no active transaction may see a deleted row, these timestamps can be replaced by a bit indicating its visibility. Furthermore, rows that are not visible to any transaction can be removed during the next delta merge operation. This change in the design allows to handle fine-granular updates and is independent of the number of concurrently running transactions. At the same time, OLAP workloads still benefit from the efficient bit-vector-based visibility test for most rows.

Further improvements of the garbage collection are possible as detailed in [LSP* 16]. Especially, in mixed workloads, OLTP applications trigger many new versions of data objects while long-running OLAP queries may block garbage collection based on pure timestamp comparison. The SAP HANA garbage collector improves the classical garbage collection based on timestamp-based visibility by 1) identifying versions that belong to the same transaction, 2) identifying tables that are not changed by old snapshots, and 3) identifying intervals of snapshots without active transactions. Combining these garbage collection strategies resulted in reduced memory consumption for keeping versions of
records for multiple snapshots. For the TPC-C benchmark the latency of statements could be reduced by 50%. When having mixed workloads with concurrent long-running statements the OLTP throughput of TPC-C was about three times higher with the improved garbage collection compared to the commonly used global garbage collection scheme.

3.5 Latching and Synchronization

Especially on large systems with many sockets, synchronization primitives that protect internal data structures can become a major scalability bottleneck. These latches require cross-socket memory traffic which is factors slower than the cache-conscious code that is protected by these latches. In many cases, the access to the protected data structure is dominated by read operations, e.g. column access or B-tree access. Consequently, HANA carefully optimizes those accesses balancing the complexity of the implementation with the gain in performance. This confirms the work by [LSKN16].

Latching on the column level is needed to protect against unloading of columns in the presence of memory pressure [SFA†16] or installing a new version of a column after a delta merge operation. This scenario is compatible with RCU-based latching, i.e. update operations install a new version of the object while existing readers either keep working on old references and new readers immediately work on the new version of the column [McK04]. In the case of unloading columns, the column appears as unloaded for new readers while the unloading becomes effective only after the last reader dereferenced the column. In the case of delta merge operations a new version of the merged column is installed in parallel to the old version. The merge operation switches the versions of the main fragment and also of the delta fragments in an atomic operation, and thus with minimal impact on both read and update operations.

As a last optimization HANA uses Intel TSX operations to increase scalability. These operations are especially important in the B-tree used for the lookup of value IDs in the delta fragment because the delta fragment is accessed both for read operations and also updated concurrently by any update operation. In [KDR†14] it is shown that using TSX results in far better scalability with the number of concurrent threads. This is especially important on systems with a growing number of available cores as we see them already today in deployments of SAP HANA.

3.6 Application-Server/DBMS Co-Design

As already presented in [Böh15], SAP HANA exploits the potential to optimize across boundaries within the software stack. Obviously, SAP HANA natively optimizes for the ABAP language and runtime.

On the one hand, the "Fast Data Access" (FDA) feature allows to directly read from and write into a special internal data representation which can be shared between the database system and the application server. Bypassing the SQL connectivity stack for data transfer
results in a 20% speedup on average (Figure 4a) depending obviously on the cardinality of the data set.

On the other hand, the "Native For All Entries" (NFAE)-technique modifies the ABAP runtime to convert a sequence of conjunctions, disjunctions or large IN-lists into a semi-join, which can be more efficiently executed by the underlying database system. For example, the ABAP statement below extracts train departure and arrival information for all trains with an ID and a specific date given within the runtime table key_tab residing in the application server.

```
SELECT t.departure, t.arrival FROM trains t INTO CORRESPONDING FIELDS OF TABLE result_tab FOR ALL ENTRIES IN key_tab k WHERE t.ID = k.c1 AND t.DATE = k.c2
```

NFAE exploits FDA to pass the runtime table of the application server efficiently to the SAP HANA process and issues a semi-join between the database table trains and the (former) runtime object key_tab. Depending on the cardinality of the runtime table, a speedup in the order of a magnitude can be achieved without changing a single line of application code (Figure 4b).

### 3.7 Results

As outlined, evolving the columnar storage engine and runtime towards an OLTP capable system required substantial changes in all components from transaction management to special support of the SAP application server. To underpin the achievements, Figure 5 quantifies the performance improvements of some of the most critical DB operations (log scale!). The measurements comprise a 2-year period and are derived from the productive SAP HANA code base.
As can be seen, point queries (select single) have improved by over an order of magnitude, which also applies for the impact of delta merge operations on concurrently running database workloads. Dramatic improvements have been achieved also for key-foreign key joins, which are— in addition to point queries— the most performance critical query patterns for OLTP workloads.

Figure 6 presents how the throughput for two analytical and one transactional application scenarios improved over a 15 month period. Due to legal reasons we present only relative throughput numbers here. For the OLAP benchmarks the throughput is measured in queries per hour, and for the transactional throughput it is measured in the number of concurrent clients which execute transactional queries and updates with a bounded response time. The experiments were executed on a 4TB system with 16 sockets and logical 480 cores. For the analytical benchmarks the number of queries per hour processed by the system increased by up to 4 times. At the same time the number of concurrent users that could be handled by SAP HANA while guaranteeing a maximal response time per query also improved by a factor of three.
In total, the improvements presented so far resulted in

- a factor 25+ efficiency gain in highly concurrent OLTP select operations.
- a factor 15+ improved runtime performance for short-running join operations.
- a factor 8+ improved performance in order-to-cash benchmark.
- no congestion/queuing situations due to delta merge operations.

Overall, SAP HANA provides more than "good-enough" throughput for OLTP operations for typical ERP scenarios, although the system was a priori not designed as a highly specialized OLTP engine but took most design choices in favor of superior analytics performance. Most notably, the above-mentioned optimizations could be achieved without compromising the OLAP performance of the system.

4 SAP HANA Optimizations for Mixed Workloads

As already motivated in the introduction, the success of SAP HANA triggered a re-thinking of business processes and business application support. In order to efficiently operate a modern enterprise, the technically required decoupling of transactional and analytical scenarios can no longer be tolerated. In order to close the gap between making and executing operational decisions based on analytical evaluations and (more and more) simulations, the tight coupling of these two worlds based on a common data management foundation is becoming a must-have. In addition to application requirements, the accompanying operational costs of running two separate systems is no longer accepted.

As a consequence, SAP HANA was extended to deal with mixed workloads on the same database instance. This implies that a specific schema for analytical scenarios (e.g. star/snowflake schemas) are no longer the base of executing OLAP workloads. Instead, the system must be able to (a) schedule different types of queries (OLTP as well as OLAP) with significantly different resource requirements as well as (b) efficiently run OLAP-style queries on-top of an OLTP-style database schema.

The following sections share some insights into different optimization steps applied to the productive version of SAP HANA.

4.1 Resource Management for Mixed Workloads

A major challenge of mixed workloads we see in SAP HANA are thousands of concurrent transactional statements in addition to hundreds of concurrent analytical queries. The former class of statements requires predictable and low response times, but this is hard to achieve as complex concurrent analytical queries acquire significant amounts of CPU and memory for a real-time reporting experience. Additionally, complex ad-hoc queries may turn out to be
far more resource-intensive than expected, and such statements must not block business critical transactional operations.

One solution to achieve robustness for transactional workload while serving concurrent analytical workload is to assign resource pools to these workloads. However, it is known that this leads to sub-optimal resource utilization [Liu11], and thus is adverse to reducing operational costs. Consequently, instead of over-provisioning resources, SAP HANA detects cases of massive memory consumption and aborts the associated analytical statements. This is considered acceptable because given a proper sizing of the system such statements should be exceptional.

Likewise, SAP HANA adapts the concurrency of a statement based on the recent CPU utilization [PSM'15]. This means that on a lightly loaded server an analytical query can use all available CPU resources. Under heavy CPU load, i.e. when many statements are processed concurrently, the benefit of parallelization vanishes, and consequently most statements use very few threads avoiding the overhead of context switches. Considering NUMA architectures with 16 sockets or more and about 20 physical cores per socket it also turns out that it is most efficient to limit the concurrency of a statement to the number of cores per socket. This nicely complements the processing of statements on the sockets where the accessed data is allocated [PSM'15].

As a final principle for scheduling mixed workloads with SAP HANA, a statement is classified as OLTP style within the compilation phase (potentially supported by hints coming directly from the application server). For query processing, such transactional statements are prioritized in order to achieve a guaranteed response time, which is crucial for interactive ERP applications. Otherwise, OLAP queries would dominate the system and queuing effects would result in significantly delaying (short running) OLTP queries [WPM'15].

Figure 7 quantifies the results of our optimizations for NUMA-aware scheduling of mixed workloads executed on the same system as the experiment of figure 6. In this figure we plot how the throughput of a typical OLTP scenario on the x-axis versus the throughput of a complex analytic workload on the y-axis improved over time relative to the base line in SAP HANA Rev. 70.

4.2 Heavy on-the-fly aggregation

Due to limited database performance, the ERP application code maintained a huge number of redundant aggregate tables reflecting business-logic specific intermediate results like "sales by region" or even pre-aggregates ("total sales per year") [Pla14]. This application architecture allowed on the one hand to lookup aggregate values within OLTP operations but showed some significant drawbacks on the other hand:

- The application gets more complex because it needs to maintain aggregates besides implementing actual business logic.
Pre-aggregation is inflexible because the decision on what needs to be precomputed has to be taken upfront.

The approach to be taken comes along with high maintenance overhead, scalability issues due to in-place updates, as well as non-negligible storage costs (the tables storing the pre-aggregates can get quite big).

The ability to run mixed workloads on top of SAP HANA allowed to significantly "slim down" application code. By replacing these redundant aggregate tables by compatible view definitions on base tables the application does not need to maintain these views during write transactions. This implies that aggregate values are now computed on-the-fly within transactional-style ERP applications [Pla14]. As a consequence, the workload changed towards a mixture of short-running lookup/update operations and long-running aggregate queries even for running only the transactional operations of an ERP system.

As an optimization, SAP HANA exploits an aggressive caching strategy to improve on the overall scalability of query processing. Using state-of-the-art view matching techniques during query compilation, the cache mechanism may provide full transparency for the application.

SAP HANA supports a static caching strategy which refreshes the cache based on a configurable retention time. This alternative is useful when accessing rather static data or for applications that can be satisfied with data that is a few minutes old. Using the static cache we observe a significantly reduced CPU consumption which ultimately leads to a higher throughput for analytical queries. Even refresh intervals of a few minutes add low overhead for refreshing the static cache. In this scenario, it is important that the application makes the age of the returned data transparent to the user.

As a second alternative SAP HANA supports a dynamic caching strategy which keeps a static base version of a view, calculates the delta with respect to the base version and merges it into the result of a transaction-consistent snapshot [BLT86]. Clearly, this alternative trades fresh data for higher CPU consumption for the query execution.
On the application level an optional declarative specification of cached views allows the application code designer to convey hints of caching opportunities to the database.

4.3 Complex Analytics on Normalized, Technical Database Schemas

The fact that OLTP transactions are executed on the same physical database schema as complex analytic queries also implies that there is no ETL step involved which brings the data into a form that is suitable for reporting purposes. Together with the removal of aggregates maintained by the application this leads to the decision to create a layered architecture of database views [MBBL15]. At the lowest level, these views map tables in the physical schema to the most basic business objects which are meaningful to applications like S/4HANA, e.g. sales orders. Higher-level views build on top of these views and represent higher-level business entities, e.g. a cost center or a quarterly sales report. Analytics performed by business applications like S/4HANA execute seemingly simple SQL queries on this stack of views. Clearly, these reporting queries do not run on star- or snowflake schemas as they are commonly used in data warehouses. Instead, complex reports work on the technical, normalized database schema with, e.g. header-lineitem structures and (optionally) references to multiple auxiliary tables, e.g. for application-specific configuration or texts. Figure 8 visualizes this layered architecture of views - also called Core Data Services (CDS) views - as nodes, and the nesting relationship and associations as edges. In a typical S/4HANA development system in 2015 there are 6,590 CDS views with 9,328 associations which sum up to 355,905 lines of code for the view definitions.

The complexity of these business-oriented database views is notable: After unfolding all referenced views, the CDS view with the highest number of referenced tables referenced 4,598 base tables. Specifically, there are many views with a high complexity, i.e. there are 161 CDS views that reference more than 100 tables. Considering these numbers it is clear that analytical queries on these complex nested views are very challenging to optimize and evaluate in an efficient way. So far, only few research papers consider queries of this complexity, e.g. [DDF+09]. One way to handle such complex queries is to apply caching strategies as described already in Section 4.2. Another challenge is the issue of supportability for such complex scenarios, e.g. how can one characterize complex views, or even analyze performance issues considering that a plan visualization of queries on such a complex view does not even fit on a very large poster? Finally, it is difficult to offer metrics to developers who define these complex nested CDS views so that they can assess the complexity of the views they model. For example, only counting the number of referenced tables might be misleading because this measure does not consider the size of the accessed tables. Other metrics like the usage of complex expressions may also be relevant for this assessment.

4.4 Data Aging

In an in memory database like SAP HANA, the data accessed by SQL statements must reside in memory. By default, full columns are loaded into main memory upon first access and only
memory pressure may force the system to unload columns from memory. Because historical data needs to be kept for a long time, e.g. for legal reasons, keeping all accessed data in memory may often be considered too expensive, especially for rarely accessed, historical data. Other systems, like Hekaton or DB2, offer mechanisms to detect rarely used data and avoid loading it into main memory \[CMB^{10}, AKL^{13}\]. However, in our experience, application knowledge that indicates which data is expected to be used rarely is required in order to exploit a maximum of memory footprint reduction while at the same time providing low-latency query response times, and avoiding an accidental placement of data on slow storage media like disk. Consequentially, as part of an *aging run*, the application marks certain data as warm or cold data, and based on these flags, SAP HANA can optimize the storage.

The easiest solution available in SAP HANA are table partitions which are declared to have page-loadable columns \[SFA^{16}\]. A more sophisticated approach relies on a completely separate storage engine using dynamic tiering \[MLP^{15}\]: Dynamic tiering exposes remote tables stored in the SAP Sybase IQ storage engine as virtual tables inside SAP HANA. This way, SAP HANA can store massive amounts of data and keep it accessible for applications via the efficient disk-based analytic query engine offered by SAP Sybase IQ. This setup has the advantage that applications are completely agnostic to the concrete physical schema design, and all relational data is accessible via one common SQL interface.

Nevertheless, access to the cold data stored on disk should be avoided during query processing. Therefore, SAP HANA relies on 1) partition pruning based on the metadata of
partitioned tables, 2) hints provided by the application that indicate that only hot data is relevant in this particular query, and 3) potentially pruning partitions at runtime based on statistics of accessed table columns and available query parameters.

4.5 Summary

In this section, we presented how SAP HANA can deal with mixed workloads of concurrent OLAP and OLTP statements. The scalability on both dimensions heavily depends on the effective use of memory and CPU resources. Furthermore, interactive analytics on complex hierarchies of views requires techniques like caching but also guidance for developers of analytic applications to analyze the impact of queries on these views. Finally, we discussed how the system supports data aging which keeps cold data stored on disk and loads this data on demand into memory with low overhead.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we report on our journey of extending SAP HANA from a system heavily optimized for analytical query processing to a database engine that can also handle transactional workloads such that it can sustain sufficient throughput for large customer systems running SAP ERP workload. As we explain and underline with experiments, this required various specific localized but also architectural changes. As a result, we can report that it is indeed possible to handle OLTP workloads "fast enough" for the majority of workloads we encounter in large customer scenarios, while allowing them to run realtime analytics on the same operational data set.

Nevertheless, we are also convinced that this journey is not over yet. The new opportunities to handle both analytical and transactional workload efficiently without redundancy, complex ETL, or data staleness in a single database results in an increase of truly mixed workload. The demand in this direction goes well beyond what is currently possible - handling mixed workload gracefully with predicable and low response times, high system throughput, and high resource utilization is an ongoing challenge. In addition, while applications become more and more aware of the opportunities of doing analytics, planning, as well as running complex machine learning algorithms on transactional data, we expect that even more data-intensive logic needs to be handled within the database. Finally, as the data sizes grow further, using persistent storage needs to be reconsidered as an integral part for an in-memory database like SAP HANA, e.g. to age warm and cold data to NVM, SSDs or spinning disks.

In summary, the journey of SAP HANA towards a high performance as well as robust foundation of large software applications in combination with demands coming from operating SAP HANA within on-cloud, on-premise as well hybrid deployment settings is not over. Stay tuned!
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